Photography Guidelines

Guests are encouraged to take photographs and videos of their visit for their own personal use. However, photographs and videos may not be used for commercial purposes without expressed permission from Mt. Cuba Center.

Please note:

- All photographers and artists must purchase general admission tickets or be active Season Passholders.
- Photography, painting or drawing sessions must not interfere with the enjoyment of other guests or create any safety concerns.
- Tripods and easels are permitted but must not be placed in garden beds or on pathways.
- Commercial filming and photography are permitted by appointment at the discretion of Mt. Cuba Center. Location fees and insurance are required, and certain restrictions may apply. For information about commercial photography and filming, please contact: Sara Stevenson at 302-239-8883.
- Photographers may request permission to access Mt. Cuba Center outside of normal business and visiting hours. These requests will be considered on a case-by-case basis. To request exceptional access please contact Sara Stevenson.
- The use of props or signs is not permitted.
- Product photography is not permitted.
- Portfolio photography for aspiring photographers and models is not permitted.

- During your visit you may be filmed, videotaped, and/or photographed by a Garden employee or contract photographer. Your attendance serves as permission for the use of your image by the Garden and its constituents.